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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IntroductionSales and technical presentations, trained by professionals.Years of listening to science presentations (which I can’t get back)Prompted by poor presentations from grad students and even outside speakers.



The value of good presentations 

Communication Crisis in Research 
     - The Scientist 01/30/2013 

 
Why are you here? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The typical biomedical research presentation has become a dizzying whirlwind of incomprehensible slides, presented at lightening speed and labeled with unreadable font sizes and abbreviations known only to the speaker.” – The ScientistHave to do a presentation next week -  how to start?Career enhancement?Have audience call out why they are attending and what they hope to take away.



Make it interesting 

 
 
Interest your audience 

 
• Structure 

 
• Don’t confuse  

 
• Don’t annoy 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goals -  Interest:            Don’t bore audience – they are giving you their time			      Start Broad -> narrow -> end broad  (“explain the universe” is more interesting than “the quantum tunneling in chlorophyll a”Goals – Don’t Confuse:  # of slides (don’t get caught up with skipping slides)                                       Give audience time to digest slide dataGoals -  Don’t Annoy:      No fancy transitions



1.  Content 



Why are scientific presentations different? 

Data rich 
  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other genres – presentations can be almost content free                       Scientific/technical presentations are the reverseHeavy on Data – what to include? Leave out?		   -  what level of detail?                         -  How to display complex data?



Don’t hide behind data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data Armor – Nervous – protect yourself with facts ->        Wrong!!!“typical biomedical research presentation has become a dizzying whirlwind of incomprehensible slides, presented at lightening speed and labeled with unreadable font sizes and abbreviations known only to the speaker”Boring.  tiring.  confusing.  



Simplify 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SIMPLIFY



Less is More 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“I didn't have time to write a short letter, so I wrote a long one instead.” -- Mark Twain



Story as structure  

 
1. Start with broad opening: 
“How the elephant got his trunk” 

 
2.  Then details of research 

 
3.  Broad ending 
     “How did the baby elephant get 
       its trunk”? 
      “Is this how the leopard got its spots”? 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell a story.   Big question to intrigue audience - What is the big problem? Why should it be interesting to the audience?     “How do all the different animals come to be?”details of research  Connects the details, easy to remember - What is the sub problem you are communicating?      elephant – drinks in river -> crocodile in water -> grabs nose -> struggle -> long nose = trunkopen up with broad ending      1. does this explain other animals too?     2. What details need to be explained – inheritance of long noses?



Select your data 

• Only show key findings 
 
 

• 1 chart or image per slide 
 
 

• Explain your chart fully 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only show key findings – to much data is confusing, tiring to follow1 chart – focuses attention. Explain your chart fully – audience is not familiar with it 



Fig. 1 Genome editing in human cells using an engineered type II CRISPR system.  

P Mali et al. Science 2013;339:823-826 

Published by AAAS 

Don’t do this 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From AAAS Science – ready made slide lifted from a paper.How would you convey this information to an audience? Maybe break it up into selective reveals?Genome editing in human cells using an engineered type II CRISPR system. (A) RNA-guided gene targeting in human cells involves coexpression of the Cas9 protein bearing a C-terminal SV40 nuclear localization signal (NLS) with one or more gRNAs expressed from the human U6 polymerase III promoter. Cas9 unwinds the DNA duplex and cleaves both strands upon recognition of a target sequence by the gRNA, but only if the correct PAM is present at the 3′ end. Any genomic sequence of the form GN20GG can, in principle, be targeted. CMV, cytomegalovirus promoter; TK, thymidine kinase; pA, polyadenylation signal. (B) A genomically integrated GFP coding sequence is disrupted by the insertion of a stop codon and a 68-bp genomic fragment from the AAVS1 locus. Restoration of the GFP sequence by HR with an appropriate donor sequence results in GFP+ cells that can be quantified by FACS. T1 and T2 gRNAs target sequences within the AAVS1 fragment. Binding sites for the two halves of the TALEN are underlined. (C) Bar graph depicting HR efficiencies induced by T1, T2, and TALEN-mediated nuclease activity at the target locus, as measured by FACS. Representative FACS plots and microscopy images of the targeted cells are depicted below. (Scale bar, 100 μm.) Data are shown as means ± SEM (N = 3).



Charts should be clear 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRITIQUE BAD SLIDE – WHAT IS WRONG WITH THIS SLIDE?AUDIENCE to suggest changes    axes labels,   color, font size,  too busy,  dark BG,  wrong style



Charts should be clear 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the best cognitive styleAvoid 3D chartsAvoid complex chartsWealth of information - charts – Tufte



This is a completely spurious block 
of text that explains the slide and 
that you will be tempted to read, 
instead of explaining the images 
 
This is another explanation.   
 
And yet another explanation.  
Completely unnecessary 
 
CORECT SPELING? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GENERAL AUDIENCE CRITIQUE of this chartNo titleToo many text blocksToo many imagesColor



Simplify complex images 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit.  
 
 
Aenean commodo ligula eget 
dolor. Aenean massa.  
 
 
Cum sociis natoque penatibus et 
magnis dis parturient  
 
 
montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. 
Donec quam felis, ultricies nec,  
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple annotation



Simplify complex images 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit.  
 
 
Aenean commodo ligula eget 
dolor. Aenean massa.  
 
 
Cum sociis natoque penatibus et 
magnis dis parturient  
 
 
montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. 
Donec quam felis, ultricies nec,  
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
***  HAND OUT : Powerpoint basics“BAD SLIDE” for class to critique  ***HAND OUT “A”



Fig.1 Data collected January through  
April. All data is counts in traps.  

Fig. 3 Most common example of  
Hymenoptera captured in traps. 
Netelia producta 

Fig. 2 Examples of coleoptera  
captured in traps.  top left 
 to bottom right: female  
golden stag beetle  
(Lamprima aurata), 
 rhinoceros beetle  
('Megasoma sp.),  
a species of Amblytelus, 
 cowboy beetle ( 
Chondropyga dorsalis),  
and a long nose weevil 
 (Rhinotia hemistictus). 

Fig. 4 Data collected January  
Through April. All data is counts 
in traps.  

THE DATA ON INSECT CAPTURE  
IS REMARKABLE FOR ITS FIT TO  
THE MODEL DISTRIBUTION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLASS EXERCISE 5 mins



2.  Presentation Style 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good and bad news.  You are more important than the content.  Might feel strange if the content is good.Probably will not remember much of what I say, just the impression – good or bad talkASK – What is your concern when speaking?



Fear is the mind killer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So you are going to make a presentation – nerve wracking?



It’s a shallow world 

• Style can trump content 
 

• Poor presentation detracts from content 
 

•  Style takes practice 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good and bad news.  You are more important than the content.  Might feel strange if the content is good.Probably will not remember much of what I say, just the impression – good or bad talk



Confidence is everything 

• Face Audience 
 

• Smile 
 

• Be enthusiastic 
 

• Pace delivery 
 

• Exaggerate gestures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Face Audience – shows openess, engages audience.                DO NOT turn to screen unless absolutely necessary.                (If you need to highlight information – bad slide design)	     EYE CONTACT with audienceSmile – shows confidence                   Enthusiastic – infectiousPace delivery -  Don’t gabble or race.      slow = gravitas, authority      fast = nervous, not seriousExaggerate gestures –                  Feels strange, but it is like acting                  reinforces words 



Get rid of nervous energy 

Don’t pace like a tiger 
- plant yourself 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FEAR->Fight or FLIGHT ->  DON’T PACE  -  DemonstratePRACTICEHAND OUT B



Practice  

• Mammals range in size from the largest, the blue whale,  
to the smallest, the pygmy shrew.   
 
• When the speaker smiles, he shows openness, when standing  
rigid however, he appears closed and distant.  
 
• Proxima Centaurus is the closest star to us at 4.25 light years, 
but it is too dim to see with the naked eye.  Rigel, in contrast, 
is very bright, yet it is 1400 light years away. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The class will practice a simple piece of text (choose a sentence or make one up)HAND OUT BUse arms to show size.



3 Rules for success 

1. Rehearse 
 

2. Rehearse 
 

3. Rehearse 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENTATION STYLE > CONTENT



1. Angelika Hofman, Writing in the 
Biological Sciences, OUP 2013 
 

2. Susan McConnell – Designing effective 
scientific presentations: using 
Powerpoint and structuring your talk 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?        
v=Hp7Id3Yb9XQ 
 

3. Edward Tufte – The Visual Display of 
Quantitative Information 
 

4. David Rubenson, Opinion: 
Communication Crisis in Research , The 
Scientist,  01/30/2013 
http://www.the-
scientist.com//?articles.view/articleNo/34
196/title/Opinion--Communication-Crisis-
in-Research/ 

Resources 
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Presentation Notes
REFS

http://www.youtube.com/watch


Success! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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